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Abstract—The development of Internet of Things (IoT) infras-
tructure in the city leads to the emergence of the concept of smart
city, an integrated solution to provide convenience for various
applications in our daily life by understanding and analyzing the
collected data from multi-sources. However, the collection of facial
images collected from various IoT devices such as surveillance
cameras, wearable, and mobile devices increases the risk of an
individual’s privacy leak. The facial recognition models augment
this risk. These models retrieve facial data collected from IoT
devices stored in smart city databases to get personal identity
information. With extensive utilization of such IoT devices, which
serve as a visual data collector, we compromise the person’s
identity. Therefore, to protect the privacy of image data from
a database, we propose a Sensitivity Map Noise-Adding model
based on generative adversarial networks to provide privacy for
facial images against the malicious use of the face recognition
models. The proposed models work as a black-box model that
does not require any architectural information or the parameters
of the target model. Additionally, the model runs at a real-time
speed and the average run time for one operation is less than
12 milliseconds. The protection can be deployed for both local
images and streaming videos. The data privacy protection is
based on our proposed concept of the Sensitivity Maps, which
summarizes the effectiveness and efficiency of adding noises on
each pixel on the original image to interfere with the target
model’s performance. We have built a new dataset of facial images
containing 102 celebrities for the proposed model to be trained
and evaluated. The experimental results prove the advantage of
the proposed method against protecting the identity information
in facial images.

Index Terms—Privacy, GAN, Face Recognition

I. INTRODUCTION

With the beginning of the new information era, there has
been a surge in IoT infrastructure. Many IoT devices with
embedded sensors are currently deployed at every corner of the
city, creating massive streams of real-time data. Additionally,
with the rapid increase in computation power and the boom in
data volume, researchers have developed numerous advanced
artificial intelligence mechanisms to improve the efficiency of
information processing. By combining the power of automatic
information processing and escalation in IoT infrastructure, we
enter the smart things era. A smart city is where we combine
the data from various sensors in the city to understand, manage,
and interpret information [20] [14] [8]. In the recent past, a lot
of applications of smart city are proposed by the researchers
in different fields such as intelligent transportation systems

[24] [6], health condition monitoring systems [38] [7], and
public safety and security solutions [13] [39] [32]. Among
these applications, one of the most common and important
data types is visual data [42] [13] [9] [5]. Recent facial recog-
nition techniques have shown an excellent improvement in the
performance and stability as they tend to use deep learning
algorithms [28] [36] [17] [30]. Therefore, the facial images
captured by the multi-camera video surveillance system and
mobile smart devices can significantly improve applications
such as human tracking and sensing [41], health monitoring
[25], face payment, and public safety monitoring.

Although using a facial recognition system is beneficial
and convenient, we are often posed with the risk of revealing
personal identity information [11]. The fact that the efficiency
of these recognition techniques is increasing escalates the risk
of privacy leaks. If such image information is leaked, with
this knowledge of a person, the scammers would perform a
very persuasive and undiscernible fraud to the victim after
they located the victim’s identity from their facial images. As
described in Fig. 1, without any protection of the original
photos, the face recognition models can easily derive the
identity of a user by pairing the faces contained in the image
data with the face records from other sources like photo ID
or social networks. Subsequently, with the development of
smart city applications, the malicious utilization of artificial
intelligence models intensifies the leak of sensitive information
from public data.

An effective information encryption model for visual data
against artificial intelligence models is imperative to solve the
privacy concerns and protect the confidential content in visual
data. The purpose of a visual private information protection
model is to hide the sensitive information contained in the
image data from the face recognition models but not from
human observers. Thus, the procedure conducted has to alter
the raw image precisely and yield an influential impact on the
accuracy of the face recognition models. Then, the identity
information contained in the image data is kept confidential
from the computer vision models without evident alteration.
For example, consider a scenario where apartments or other
public areas equip cameras such as smart doorbells and security
surveillance that record all the residents’ and visitors’ faces.
By using the collected data and face recognition models, a
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Fig. 1. The illustration of the identity protection model working on the captured face image. The face recognition models can infer the identity of the captured
image by comparing the photo with the ID or other photos online. After the modification by the identity protection model, the target face recognition models
should no longer be able to obtain the identity information of the captured image.

platform can discover the visitors’ identities by comparing
the recorded faces with labeled public visual data online.
Additionally, any party with these data can track the peoples’
routines and build a complete profile by sharing the data with
other parties. Fortunately, all the loss caused by the privacy
issue can be avoided if the camera of the digital doorbells
could deploy a privacy protection system for face photos while
all the rest of the services remaining functional.

There are different methods proposed in this field. Some
works are proposed on the idea of adversarial example attack
[10], [26]. These protection algorithms work as a white box on
human faces assuming that the entire target face recognition
model’s structure and parameters are known, which is not
commonly possible. Some other methods utilize the idea of
exhaustive search to find an optimal noise to the target model
with constraining the total magnitude of the alteration [31].
However, the time cost for such methods is too high to deal
with the live streaming visual data. Besides, some methods
use generative adversarial networks (GAN) [12], [18] model
to generate disturbing noise. However, the training state needs
queries to the target models or substitute models [16] [43]. In
an ideal visual privacy protection model, the process should
only work on raw image data without directly accessing or
querying the face recognition models. Besides, a good privacy
protection model requires as minimum as possible auxiliary
information of any face recognition models to be applicable
for universal purposes. Most importantly, the model should
process the data fast enough to process the streaming data or
deal with a mass amount of data in a short time.

In this paper, to achieve a better identity privacy protection
model for visual data, we propose the Sensitivity Map Noise-
Adding (SMNA) model. The proposed SMNA model is able to
protect the identity information contained in images from face
recognition models by adding inconspicuous noises in real-
time speed and black-box setting.
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Fig. 2. Demonstration of the proposed model. After the protection process,
the original image x is no longer recognized as the same person with the
official portrait xlabeled by the target face recognition model.

The overview of the protection process is illustrated in
Fig. 1, where the identity information protection model works
on the visual data from various sources. After the protection
procedure, the identity information in the original data becomes
obscure to the target face recognition models with minor noise
added. So, we propose the SMNA model to play the role
of the identity protection model as shown in Fig. 2. The
original image x passes through the SMNA model and is
transformed into xmodified with added perturbations. Then
the modified image xmodified fools the target face recognition
model to misclassify the data into a different person. In this
way, the identity information contained in the image avoids
being unjustifiably acquired.

In our design, the perturbations are produced based on our
newly introduced concept of the sensitivity of pixels. The
sensitivity of a pixel is a metric to measure how sensitive the
change of the target model’s final output confidence score is to
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the pixel’s RGB value adjustments. In other words, the pixel’s
sensitivity is its influence on the overall output and efficiency
to add noise. The sensitivity map of an image is a matrix
of the same size as the image, and each element represents
the sensitivity of the corresponding pixel. By this design, the
sensitivity map well presents each pixel’s importance to the
final prediction of the target model. Also, the sensitivity maps
can be visualized if turned into grey scale images as shown in
Fig. 3.

Adding noise to the original image by the weights of the
image’s sensitivity map is effective and efficient, but the
calculation of sensitivity maps demands a high time cost and a
large number of queries to the target model. Hence, to avoid the
drawbacks, we use the structure of GAN to generate the sensi-
tivity maps swiftly and locally without any connections to the
target model or the knowledge of the structure and parameters
of the target model. In the proposed system, the noise generator
runs entirely like a black-box and can work on the raw image
data free from accessing the target model after and during the
training. To adequately support the training and testing for the
proposed model in a realistic scenario, we construct an entirely
new dataset of faces with a restriction that each person has a
reference photo of an official portrait from the cover photo in
an authoritative webpage. The dataset includes 102 celebrities,
and each person has 21 photos, including a labeled portrait
and 20 other photos for testing or training use. Notably, for
the entire system including the stage of forging the dataset,
the need for knowledge of the architecture and the parameters
of the target model is avoidable. The algorithm runs at a real-
time speed and consumes acceptable computation power and
thus is feasible to be deployed in various real-life scenarios.

The main contributions of this work are highlighted as
follows:

• We propose a Sensitivity Map Noise-Adding (SMNA)
model, a novel noise generating model to protect identity
information from being inferred by deep learning face
recognition models. The model provides privacy pro-
tection on face image data by reducing the prediction
accuracy in a complete black-box mode without requiring
any information from and queries to the target models.

• We introduce the concept of the sensitivity map to demon-
strate the degree of sensitivity of pixels on original face
images. The conversion of the original image and its
corresponding sensitivity map is a procedure of projection
from the distribution of RGB images to the distribution
of sensitivity maps under given conditions. The transfor-
mation is learnable by using GAN models.

• We build an image dataset of faces from 102 celebri-
ties with each celebrity’s official portrait and 20 other
images from social networks or media. The dataset can
be employed for training and testing protection strategies
against different target models. With the built dataset, the
simulation validated that the proposed model can avoid
identity information leakage from the face images.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the literature work that is related
to the proposed work.

A. Generative Adversarial Network

In 2014, Ian Goodfellow et al. proposed a novel learning
model, generative adversarial networks (GAN) [18]. The net-
work design enables the model to understand the training data
distribution and generate data samples with the knowledge.
GAN has two components: the generator and the discriminator.
The generator is trained to fool the discriminator to misclassify
generated samples as real samples, and the discriminator aims
to distinguish between the generated samples and the real
samples. Many studies demonstrate the performance of the
GAN and the applications of GAN are now in diverse areas.
Later, the researchers utilize GAN as the tool to perform black-
box attacks on deep learning models. Hu et al. [21] and Xiao
et al. [40] develop the adversarial example generators based on
GAN in different areas. In 2019 song et al. [33] build a GAN
network to generate the altered face to fool the face recognition
models. The performance of the method does not reach a very
high level.

B. Adversarial Example Attack

The research on the adversarial example attack to neural
network models has seen much development in recent years.
The idea of an Adversarial Example Attack is to reduce the per-
formance of deep learning models significantly by adding noise
on an input image that a human eye can hardly noise. Szegedy
et al. [37] in 2014 discovered that many neural networks
are vulnerable to adversarial examples. The term adversarial
examples are the intentionally modified data samples based on
normal raw data to fool the target models. Many state-of-art
neural network models misclassify these instances into wrong
label categories attributed to the imperceptible perturbations.
Goodfellow et al. [19] proposed the Fast Gradient Sign Method
to generate the adversarial examples relatively fast against the
target models. However, the method requires the target model’s
structural information and full parameters, which is normally
inaccessible. Nguyen et al. [26] in their 2015 work introduced
a novel approach to conducting adversarial example attacks to
fool the deep learning models. The examples are not developed
from the actual raw images with slight modifications. Instead,
the attack model is based on evolutionary algorithms, and
the generated examples are not understandable by a human.
Nonetheless, the learning models recognize the examples and
classify bizarre images into different categories with high con-
fidence scores. The work reveals the feasibility of misleading
the deep learning models with delicately built data samples.
However, most of the adversarial example generation processes
require the full knowledge of the target model’s structure and
parameters. This strong assumption does not stand when the
protection is designed to use on human faces against face
recognition models since the target model is unknown and
inaccessible directly.
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C. Other Methods
Su et al. [35] proposed One Pixel Attack that interferes with

the prediction of target classification neural network changing
several to even just one pixel’s RGB value in an input image.
Under the extreme setting, the attack applies modification on
only one pixel on the original image, and the noise causes
the target model to make mistakes. However, it is a more
heuristic idea than a practical solution. Only on a relatively
low-resolution image input setting, 32 by 32 pixel image
from Cifar10 [22] dataset, the model illustrates the best
performance. On high-resolution images, the attack needs a
longer length of perturbation and more pixels to be changed.
The method uses differential evolution as the optimizer, and
the optimization is not efficient. The attack is in a black-box
manner and demonstrates the feature of many neural networks
that some parts of the data are of more importance than others.
Papernot et al. [27] proposed the concept of Saliency Map
to illustrate the unbalance of the importance of the noises on
different locations on the input images to the final performance
of the target model. The concept is similar to our definition
of the sensitivity map, but the Saliency Map is calculated
based on the information of the target model’s architecture and
parameters. Also, the authors demonstrated the correlation of
the amount of information known about the target model and
the difficulty of successfully conducting an adversarial example
attack. Later in 2017, the authors proposed a method running in
a black-box manner by building a substitute model. Although
the method shows competitive performance on MNIST [23]
and GTSRD [34] dataset, building a substitute model is not
always an optimal bypass because of the high costs, especially
when the target models get more complicated. The very recent
work of Shan et al. [31] illustrates the effective protection for
identity information against the deep learning face recognition
models. The methodology uses the feature vectors extracted
from images of the closest wrong categories to form the noise
to add on the target images. Besides the high performance, the
process takes a relatively long time cost.

The mentioned methods for the privacy protection on visual
data are either not practical for industrial use or not specially
designed for identity information protection on facial images.
Therefore, we propose a method that addresses the demand of
identity privacy and is pragmatic for deployment requirements,
which need the model to run real-time and in a black-box
manner.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we introduce the optimization goal and
approach for the identity protection process. Then, we explain
the proposed noise-adding scheme, Sensitivity Map Noise-
Adding (SMNA), to prevent malicious machine learning (ML)
based computer vision models from gaining too much identity
information from users’ image data.

A. Problem Description
With the increased use of social media and everyone sharing

their images, identity information leakage has escalated.

Many personal photos are uploaded by the users to the
cloud for various reasons, including personal entertainment,
daily life recordings, and social connections. Users also utilize
the services of automatically synchronizing the photos to the
service providers without users’ explicitly allowing them every
time. Additionally, numerous live surveillance cameras capture
people’s photos or record videos and upload to online data
processors regardless of people’s privacy concerns.

Admittedly, everyone has official profiles publicly accessible
online, either a personal web page, a contact information
page on the website of company where he works, or a social
media account on Facebook or LinkedIn. This form of identity
disclosure has been published by the users. However, the
openly published profile photos are a key source of information
for artificial intelligence models to discover a person’s identity.
Thus, the identity information loss from image data turns
into the problem of how to prevent the high-performing face
recognition models from accurately pairing the faces in the
people’s private images and the faces from other sources.

From this perspective, we propose Sensitivity Map Noise-
Adding (SMNA) model to prevent malicious ML-powered
computer vision models from gaining too much identity infor-
mation based on the users’ image data. The proposed noise-
adding scheme generates noise on the photos, where the users
do not want their identity to be recognized, to obstruct the
functions of face recognition models. The unauthorized face
recognition models to be protected from are referred to as
the target models. The SMNA generates a subtle noise to add
on the original face image, and the generated noise is hardly
perceived by human observers. However, such a process causes
an influential impact on the performance of the unauthorized
face recognition models.

We define the objective of the proposed model as an opti-
mization problem. The term to be optimized (minimized in this
case) is the target face recognition models’ output confidence
score of comparison between two photos of the same person
(one labeled photo and one photo processed by the noise-
adding model).

We set the original image that needs privacy protection as x
with the dimension of H×W×3 where each of the elements is
a pixel. The protection is performed directly and independently
on x, where the target face recognition model is denoted by
f . To reveal the identity information from x, the model f
compares x with labeled image xlabeled and decides whether
to assign x the same label by a confidence score f(x, xlabeled).
The confidence score f(x, xlabeled) indicates the closeness
between the features extracted from the faces in xlabeled and x.
The target model f accounts the faces as an identical person if
the f(x, xlabeled) is over a pre-set threshold, and therefore, the
identity information from x is insecure. To secure the identity
privacy, the proposed privacy protection model generates a
noise vector e(x) to be added on the original target image
x, thus reducing the confidence score f(x + e(x), xlabeled)
compared to f(x, xlabeled).

In our case, we aim to develop a universal noise generator
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e for all images. The distortion needs to be in a limited size
defined by an adjustable threshold δ. Also, the potency of the
perturbation is expected to be maximized with the limitation
of the magnitude of noises. Thus, the optimization goal can be
formulated as Equation 1.

maximize[f(x, xlabeled)− f(x+ e(x), xlabeled)]

where e(x) ≤ δ
(1)

B. Sensitivity Map

To generate noises effectively and constrained size, we
introduce a new concept that assists the model in determining
the intensity of the noises added to different locations on
the image data at the pixel level. We propose our definition
of conception of the sensitivity map. Each of the pixels in
one input image has a different importance level for the final
output, which is the pixel’s sensitivity of noise to the target
model.

The sensitivity map of the image x is denoted as
SM(x, xlabeled,σ, f) where σ is the hyper-parameter to set
the type of noise adding on each of the pixel of the image x.

The value of each pixel in the sensitivity map is the
sensitivity of the pixel on the original image x, that measures
the weight and scale for the noise to be added on the original
image. The algorithm to calculate SM(x, xlabeled,σ, f) is
explained in Algorithm 1. H and W are the height and width
of the shape of x, and the SM is initialized as a matrix with
the shape of H × W × 1. Each element of the SM matrix
is noted as a and ah,w represents the element at row h and
column w. The SM generating process runs on every pixel of
the original image x and makes a modified image xmodified

by adding noise on the specific pixel. Then, the algorithm
makes a query to f and records the output confidence score
f(xmodified, xlabeled). line 4 of Algorithm 1 calculates the
value of sensitivity sh,w as the change of confidence score
by f before and after a noise is applied to pixel at h,w. The
calculation of SM(x, xlabeled,σ, f) is complete as every pixel
is assigned its corresponding sensitivity.

Algorithm 1 Calculation of ground truth SM.
Input: x, xlabeled, σ and f .
Output: SM(x, xlabeled,σ, f)

1: for h← 0 H do
2: for w ← 0 W do
3: xmodified ← x + σ Noise at the location (h,w)
4: sh,w ← f(x, xlabeled)− f(xmodified, xlabeled)
5: end for
6: end for

C. Sensitivity Map Generating GAN

The calculation of one single sensitivity map needs queries
to the target model, and the number of queries is equal to
the number of pixels of the original image. The larger size
one image has, the longer time and the larger computation
consumption the calculation costs. Thus, we introduce the Sen-
sitivity Map Generating GAN(SMGG) for creating sensitivity
maps of images quickly without any queries or other forms
of contact to the target model. The SMGG model is different
from regular traditional GAN models, which can only generate
data samples with random noises. Specifically, the input of the
SMGG’s generator is the original image x, and the output is
the predicted sensitivity map for the image. In this way, the
SMGG model avoids the requirements for the knowledge and
accessibility of the target model and can generate the sensitivity
map in a black-box manner and in real-time. The generator of
the GAN, as shown in Fig. 4, has a U-shaped structure to
scale down and up the feature maps between the convolution
layers. The reduction and increase of the feature map help
the generator extract the features of the input image in both
shallow and deep levels. The input layer takes the image data
is of size H∗W ∗3, which is the data shape of an RGB original
image. Then, the convolutional layers keep down-sampling
until a bottleneck as the layer of Conv6 in Fig. 4. After the
bottleneck, the outputted feature map is sent to the up-sampling
layers to be reconstructed into the original image size. Notably,
the U-shaped architecture uses skip connection, that each of
the up-sampling layers takes the concatenated combination of
the feature map from the previous layer and the feature map
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Fig. 3. The process of the privacy protection of the proposed model. The input image x is an original RGB image. During the privacy protection process, the
sensitivity map of the input image G(x) is generated. Finally, the noise is added to the original image with the G(x) as the weights.
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from the corresponding down-sampling layers as the input. By
this design, the generator implements an encoder in the first
half of the U structure to extract the deep and shallow features
from the input image, and the outputted feature maps of down-
sampling layers store the feature information and send them
to the later parts of the net. The second half is a decoder
that reconstructs the image using the features extracted by the
encoder. Also, the decoder learns to deceive the discriminator,
so the final output predicted sensitivity map has sufficient
resemblance to the ground truth sensitivity map.

The discriminator plays the key role that helps the generator
learn the transformation process of the original image to its
sensitivity map. Fig. 4 shows the design of the GAN and the
connections between the generator and the discriminator. We
denote the ground truth sensitivity map SM(x, xlabeled,σ, f)
by y, the raw images by x, and the generated sensitivity
map by G(x) The optimization goal of the discriminator is
to successfully distinguish the ground truth sensitivity maps
and the predicted ones by the generator. The output of the
discriminator is a decision matrix indicating the confidence
score of the sensitivity map to be from the original distribution.
If the input to the discriminator is the combination of the
original image x and the ground truth sensitivity map y, the
elements in the output matrix D(x, y) is trained to be close
to 1. On the contrary, with the input of the original image x
and the sensitivity map predicted by the generator G(x), the
elements in the output matrix of the discriminator D(x,G(x))
is trained to be close to 0.

In the training steps of the SMGG model, the sensitivity
maps are the labels for the GAN to be trained in a supervised
setting. The loss function of the discriminator is similar to
those of the regular GANs as shown in equation 4, where A
and B are the matrices of 1s and 0s with the same shape
as the discriminator’s output matrix. The loss function of the
generator has one more item besides the normal generator loss.
The total generator loss is the sum of two parts as shown
in equation 7. The first part is the binary cross entropy of 1
and D(x,G(x)), the output of the discriminator, which takes a
predicted sensitivity map in input tuple. The second part is the
L1 Manhattan distance loss between the predicted sensitivity
map G(x) and the ground truth y of the input image. The
λ is the hyper-parameter to adjust the weight of the L1 loss
to balance of the importance of losses for the better training
result.

Lreal = Ex[CrossEntropy(D(x, y), A)] (2)
Lgenerated = Ex[CrossEntropy(D(x,G(x)), B)] (3)
LD = Lreal + Lgenerated (4)

LGAN = Ex[CrossEntropy(D(x,G(x)), A)] (5)
LL1 = Ex[|G(x)− y|] (6)
LG = LGAN + λ ∗ LL1 (7)

The SMGG learns the projection relationship between the
original images and their sensitivity maps under certain cir-
cumstances as the preset other parameters in the sensitivity
map along with the image x.

Algorithm 2 The Training Process of SMGG.
1: while Not converging do
2: Sample a minibatch of the data tuples [x, y] from the

dataset.
3: Generate adversarial examples G(x) by the generator G.
4: Calculate the decision matrix D(x, y) and D(x, G(x))

by the discriminator D.
5: Update the generator’s weight θg by descending along

the gradient ∇θgLossG.
6: Update the discriminator’s weight θd by descending

along the gradient ∇θdLossD.
7: end while

D. Training of SMGG
The data for training the SMGG to generate sensitivity maps

is formed by pairs of images x and its corresponding ground
truth sensitivity map y calculated by direct queries to a face
recognition model. y works as the label to the image and
helps the SMGG to understand the pattern of translating data
from the space of RGB images into the space of sensitivity
maps. The dataset is the essential source that the SMGG
learns the features of the images and features of target face
recognition models’ systematic operations on images generally.
Algorithm 2 show the detailed process of training SMGG. For
each training step, we first sample a mini-batch of data as
tuples of a target image and its sensitivity map ( [x, y] as
shown in line 1). Then, the generator G takes the input of x
from the data sample [x, y] to forge the fabricated sensitivity
map G(x). With input [x, y] and [x,G(x)], the discriminator
D outputs different decision matrix D(x, y) and D(x,G(x))
respectively. Next, we calculate the loss for D and G according
to equations [2-7]. Then, the weights θg of G and θd of D
are updated according to the losses by backpropagation. The
trained SMGG can produce the sensitivity map of a given
image for the assured noise type and the target face recognition
model.

E. Noise Addition
The final step of the SMNA model is to add a subtle noise

to the original image to be protected. The integrated noise
addition algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 3. The noise is
mainly decided by the predicted sensitivity map G(x) for both
the noise type and the weights of noise on each pixel. We
first define a NoiseMap as the weight matrix of noises by the
normalized G(x). Then, the hyper-parameter δ is used to adjust
the overall density of the noise as defined in equation 1. Also,
the NoiseLevel is defined as an indicator of the heaviness
of overall noises, calculated as δ over the absolute value of
NoiseMap. The adjustment of hyper-parameter is a trade-off
game. A higher δ makes the noise more visible to the human
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TABLE I
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE GENERATOR

Layer Name Layer Operation Feature Map Shape
Conv1 4× 4× 64, Conv2D, LeakyReLU 32× 32× 64
Conv2 4× 4× 128, Conv2D, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 16× 16× 128
Conv3 4× 4× 256, Conv2D, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 8 × 8 × 256
Conv4 4× 4× 512, Conv2D, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 4 × 4 × 512
Conv5 4× 4× 512, Conv2D, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 2 × 2 × 512
Conv6 4× 4× 512, Conv2D, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 1 × 1 × 512
Conv7 4× 4× 512, Conv2DTranspose, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 2 × 2 × 1024
Conv8 4× 4× 512, Conv2DTranspose, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 4 × 4 × 1024
Conv9 4× 4× 256, Conv2DTranspose, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 8 × 8 × 512
Conv10 4× 4× 128, Conv2DTranspose, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 16× 16× 256
Conv11 4× 4× 64, Conv2DTranspose, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 32× 32× 128
Conv12 4× 4× 1, Conv2DTranspose 64× 64× 1

eye and more secure from information loss to the target model.
In contrast, a lower δ means a smaller noise to be made and
therefore is more unnoticeable but less effective. Finally, the
overall noise is the product of NoiseLevel and NoiseMap.
The modified image from original image x is denoted by
xmodified.

Algorithm 3 Noise Addition.
Input: x, G, δ.
Output: xmodified

1: NoiseMap = G(x)−Mean(G(x))
2: NoiseLevel = δ

|NoiseMap|
3: xmodified = x+NoiseLevel ∗NoiseMap

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we introduce the experimental settings and
design of the simulation. We then show the experimental results
and discuss the performance. In the subsection, Target Model
and Dataset, we show the detailed settings of the target model
and the constitution of the dataset for training and testing. In
the subsection, GAN Model Structure, we elaborate the shape
and connection relationship of each layer of the GAN-based
model. In the subsection, Test Results, we present the overall
performance of the proposed model on the dataset and two
examples for illustration.
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Fig. 4. The structure of the Sensitivity Map Generating GAN. For the generator, the input is the original image x to be protected with the size of 64× 64× 3,
and the output is the predicted sensitivity map G(x) with the size of 64× 64× 1. The structure of the generator consists of 12 convolution layers. The layers
Conv1 to Conv5 and the layers Conv7 to Conv11 are connected correspondingly by skip connection and shape a U-Net where the layer Conv6 is the
bottleneck. During the training process, the discriminator takes inputs of the concatenation of the image and the sensitivity map with the size of 64 × 64 × 4
and determines whether the input is from the generator or the real dataset. When the input is the tuple of [x,G(x)], the output of the discriminator D(x,G(x))
goes to 1s. Otherwise, if the input is [x, y], the D(x, y) goes to 0s.
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TABLE II
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE DISCRIMINATOR

Layer Name Layer Operation Feature Map Shape
Conv1 4× 4× 256, Conv2D 32× 32× 256
Padding1 0 Padding 34× 34× 256
Conv2 4× 4× 512, Conv2D, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 31× 31× 512
Conv3 4× 4× 512, Conv2D, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 31× 31× 512
Conv4 4× 4× 512, Conv2D, BatchNorm, LeakyReLU 31× 31× 512
Padding2 0 Padding 33× 33× 512
Conv5 4× 4× 1, Conv2D 30× 30× 1

A. Target Model and Dataset
To test the performance of the noise generation model, we

set up the experiment in the following settings. The target
face recognition model for the experiment is the FaceNet
[30]. FaceNet is one of the most famous face verification, and
recognition models and frequently takes the role of the baseline
algorithm in the field. The integrated target model includes a
Multi-task Cascaded Convolutional Network (MTCNN) [44]
to detect the faces in the original input image, and then a
convolution neural network to extract and compare the features
vector. The target FaceNet model [29] is pretrained on dataset
VGGFace2 [15] and reaches the accuracy of 99.65% on the
dataset of Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW). The integrated
FaceNet model takes inputs images and outputs the verification
results as the distance between the embedding of the images.

With the target model, we construct a new celebrity face
photo dataset. The dataset contains faces of 102 celebrities,
and each person has 1 openly accessible labeled target official
portrait xlabeled and 20 other face photos x that need protec-
tion. The dataset has a total of 2163 images where 102 of them
are labeled images, and the rest of 2060 images are to be used
as training and testing data samples. The image data x has the
size of 64 by 64 pixels and 3 channels as RGB values. All of
the images have the corresponding sensitivity maps calculated
by testing the sensitivity of noise on every pixel of the image
to the target model as in algorithm 1. The sensitivity maps y
have the shape of 64 × 64 × 1, which matches the resolution
of the images. The dataset is formed by data tuples, and each
tuple is the pair of the image and its sensitivity map as (x, y).

B. GAN Model Settings
The generator of the Sensitivity Map Generating GAN in

this particular experiment is designed to take the input of raw
image with a size of 64 × 64 × 3 and output the generated

sensitivity map. The detailed structure of the generator for
this experiment is shown in the Table I. The generator uses
the down-sampling 2D convolutional layers, from Conv1 to
Conv5 for the first half of the network to shrink the size of
the feature map to the bottleneck layer Conv6. Then, the up-
sampling transpose 2D convolutional layers, from Conv7 to
Conv11, are in the last half to reform the feature maps back
to the size of the resolution of the original image. In different
layers, the model extracts the features of the input image of
lower or higher levels. Also, the design of skip connection
curtails the risk of losing information during the reshaping of
the feature maps.

The discriminator of the GAN has a more straightforward
structure. The illustration of the architecture is in the Table II.
The input is the tuple of the original image and its sensitivity
map either generated by the generator or from the ground truth
as (x, y). The image and the sensitivity map are concatenated,
and the tuple has the shape of 64× 64× 4. The output of the
discriminator is a 30× 30 decision matrix, where each of the
elements is a score between 0 and 1, indicating whether the
sensitivity map part of the tuple is from the ground truth or
produced by the generator.

The integrated model is trained on the dataset with two
settings of the sensitivity map of different types of noises added
to the raw image. We set the noise type to be the white noise
and the black noise, and the noise is applied to the pixel by
changing the RGB value to either all 0s or 255s. The noise
generator produced sensitivity maps G(x) work as the weights
for the noises added to the raw images with a hyper-parameter
δ, which controls the noise level. A larger value of δ, which
is a higher level of protection, leads to a greater impact on
the target model’s accuracy of correct verification of the face.
However, it also causes a more perceivable alteration from the
unadjusted image. The training of the GAN takes 200 epochs
on the training set of 95% of the entire dataset.

TABLE III
AVERAGE DISTANCES OF DATA PROTECTED ON DIFFERENT LEVELS

Black y Black G(x) White y White G(x)
NoiseLevel 500 1.033 0.831 0.973 0.815
NoiseLevel 750 1.107 0.865 1.042 0.837

NoiseLevel 1000 1.156 0.901 1.084 0.867
NoiseLevel 1250 1.188 0.935 1.120 0.896
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Fig. 5. The case example of the protection results. The protection results are generated by four different kinds of sensitivity maps. From left to right, Blacky
is the ground truth sensitivity map of black noise calculated by calling the target model. The BlackG(x) is the sensitivity map of black noise generated by the
proposed model. Similarly, the Whitey and WhiteG(x) are those of white noises. The NoiseLevels are set from 500 to 1250. The larger the NoiseLevel,
the more easily the perturbation is noticeable. Below the images are the distance between the image and the target profile photo shown beside.

C. Test Results

The test results are shown in the following Table III. The
original average distance output by target FaceNet model
between the images in the test set with their xlabeled is 0.788.
The numbers in the table are the average distances after the
protections by the noises based on the sensitivity maps from
different sources. The columns Black y and the White y are
the protection results by the sensitivity maps from the ground
truth in the dataset, and the Black G(x) and the White G(x)
are by the generated sensitivity maps by our model. The
NoiseLevel is the indicator defined in algorithm 3. We can
see the noises added to the raw photo effectively interfere with
the target model’s performance on a large scale. With a higher
NoiseLevel, the distances have a higher increase and achieve
more secure protection. The trade-off always exists, that δ
can be set higher with a more visible noise sacrificing the
information details to achieve more strict protection of privacy.
On the NoiseLevel of 1250, the average distance increases to
0.935 with the noises generated based on the sensitivity maps
by the GAN. The distance has a more than 18.5% increase
while the total amount of noise added to the original image
is still acceptable by human observers. The protections using
the ground truth sensitivity maps from the dataset have better
performance than those using the generated ones. However,
the calculation for those ground truth sensitivity maps is
not affordable for practical uses, and SMGG has an average
sensitivity map generation cost of less than 11.3 milliseconds.
The protection by the proposed model achieves a good level of
protection based on the fact that the operation can be conducted
on any images at a fast speed.

Fig. 5 shows the example of the protection on the photos

of Sheldon Adelson and Dwayne Johnson. The target profile
photos are the profile images of their Wikipedia pages [1] [2].
The protected image of Sheldon Adelson is from a report of
ABC News [3], and Dwayne Johnson’s protected image is from
the Hollywood Reporter News [4]. The original distances by
FaceNet between the two faces are 0.88 and 0.95. The four
columns in Fig. 5 show the results of the protections by the
noises based on the sensitivity maps from different sources.
The numbers in columns Black y and the White y are the
output distances after the protection by the sensitivity maps
from the ground truth in the dataset in noise type settings
of black and white noises. The Black G(x) and the White
G(x) are by the generated sensitivity maps by our model.
The distances increase in decisive amount after the protection,
while the overall alteration of the original data is constrained
in an acceptable level.

V. CONCLUSION

Aiming to solve identity information privacy from face
photos to the face recognition models, we propose a fully
black-box privacy protection model for face image data, the
Sensitivity Map Noise-Adding model. The model adds subtle
noise to the original data based on the sensitivity maps, which
are produced by a GAN structured generator. The concept of
sensitivity of an image works impressively for the task, and
the design of the noise generation model functions well for
learning the features in the ground truth sensitivity maps to
understand the weak points on the images to the target face
recognition model. The whole process is free from requesting
information from the target face recognition model, and only
calls the target model at the stage of the preparation of dataset
for training the sensitivity map generation GAN. The noise
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generation procedure is effective and efficient. The overall per-
formance of the privacy protection model is good against the
benchmark face recognition model FaceNet, and the algorithm
can run on a real-time level for video data at 60 frames per
second.
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